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Abstract

We propose a new framework called ACL for concurrent computation based on linear
logic. ACL is a kind of linear logic programming framework, where its operational semantics
is described in terms of proof construction in linear logic. We also give a model-theoretic
semantics as a natural extension of phase semantics, a model of linear logic. Our framework
well captures concurrent computation based on asynchronous communication. It will,
therefore, provide us with a new insight into other models of concurrent computation
from a logical point of view. We also expect ACL to become a formal framework for
veri cation, reasoning, and transformation of concurrent programs by the use of techniques
for traditional logic programming. ACL's attractive features for concurrent programming
paradigms are also discussed.
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Introduction

For future massively parallel processing environments, concurrent programming languages
based on asynchronous communication would become more and more important. Due to the
diculty of writing and debugging programs in such environments, computers would need
to aid programmers for transforming and verifying of concurrent programs, hence the role
of formal frameworks for concurrent computation would be signi cant. Recently, several
applications of Girard's linear logic[12] to logic programming were proposed and shown that
they correspond to reactive paradigms[4][5][17].
We propose a new framework called ACL (Asynchronous Communication based on Linear logic) for concurrent computation along this line. Computation in ACL is described
in terms of proof construction in linear logic. We restrict the inference rules and formulas
in linear sequent calculus so that the restricted rules have a proof power equivalent to the
original rules for the restricted formulas. The resulting computational framework contains
rich mechanisms for concurrent computation, such as message-passing style asynchronous
communication, identi er creation, and hiding operator. They are all described in a pure
logical form. We also give a model-theoretic semantics as a natural extension of phase semantics, a model of linear logic, by using a popular xpoint construction. ACL inference
rules can be proven to be sound and complete w.r.t. this model-theoretic semantics. Our
framework well captures concurrent computation based on asynchronous communication. It
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will, therefore, provide us a new insight into other models of concurrent computation from
a logical point of view. In fact, the actor model[2] and asynchronous CCS[18][19] can be
directly translated into our ACL framework. We also expect ACL to become a formal framework for veri cation, reasoning, and transformation of concurrent programs with techniques
used in traditional logic programming. ACL also exhibits attractive features as a concurrent
programming paradigm, subsuming the actor computation[2] and providing mechanisms for
waiting multiple messages, sharing information, inheritance, etc.
The contributions of this paper are: (1)to give a formal foundation for linear logic programming, (2)to relate not a full but large set of classical linear logic (including connectives
( ; +; 8; &; 0; ( )?; ?; 8; 9)) to intuitionistic meaning of computation, (3)to give a logical point
of view to other frameworks of concurrent programming languages including object-oriented
concurrent programming[26] and (4)to introduce new concepts on concurrent programming.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the syntax and operational semantics of the basic fragment of ACL. Section 3 gives a model-theoretic semantics
and proves the soundness and completeness theorems. In Section 4, we extend ACL to include mechanisms for value passing, identi er creation, and hiding. Section 4 also gives an
extension where processes can be consumed as resources, and also discusses the use of incomplete models as active types of concurrent processes. Section 5 shows the translation
from the actor model and asynchronous CCS into ACL. Section 6 summarizes features of
ACL as concurrent programming paradigms. Section 7 compares ACL to the previous work.
Section 8 concludes this paper.
2

ACL Framework

In this section, we introduce the basic (propositional) fragment of ACL. We give transition
rules in a form of restricted inference rules of linear sequent calculus.

2.1 Program Syntax
First, we de ne the ACL program clause.

De nition 1 A program is a set of clauses, which are de ned as follows:
Clause ::= Head 0 Body
Head ::= AP
Body ::= Statement j Choice
Choice ::= Guarded Statementj Choice 8 Guarded Statement
Guarded Statement ::= Guard Statement
Guard ::= A?m j Guard A?m
Statement ::= > j ? j AP j Am j Body + Body
j Body & Body j ?Am
AP
::= P; Q; R; : : : (process predicates)
Am
::= m; n; : : : (message predicates)

Example. A bu er process with one place can be de ned in ACL as follows:
EmptyBuffer 0put?

F ullBuffer 0get?

F ullBuffer

(reply + EmptyBuffer)
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This de nition is quite similar to the following description in CCS[19],
EmptyBuffer = put:F ullBuffer
F ullBuffer = get:reply:EmptyBuffer

though there is a signi cant di erence that communication in ACL is asynchronous as is
described below, whereas it is synchronous in CCS.

2.2 Operational Semantics
Transition rules are given as a restricted form of inference rules in linear sequent calculus.
Please note that the rules should be read that the conclusion of an inference rule transits to
its premise formula. For instance, rule (C2) should be read as 8j (m?j Aj ); mi ; 0 0! Ai ; 0.
ACL Inference rules are given as follows:

 Structural Rules
(S1) `` 1
0 (1 is a permutation of 0) 1 1 1 (Exchange)
0
(S2) `` B;
A; 0 (A is a logically equivalent formula to B ) 1 1 1 (Logical Equivalence)
 Parallel
0
(P1) ``AA;+B;
B; 0 1 1 1 (parallel)
(P2) ` A;`0A & B;`0B; 0 1 1 1 (fork)

A + B is a usual parallel composition of A and B, whereas A & B is a process which
copies the entire environment and executes A and B independently, which is a similar
operation to Unix1 fork.

 Communication Rules
0
(C1) ``mm;+B;
B; 0 1 1 1 (message send(equivalent to parallel rule))
?
` Ai ; 0
(C2) (` mi ; mi?)
` 8j (mj Aj ); mi; 0 1 1 1 (normal message reception)
where 8j Fj is an abbreviated form of F 8 : : : 8 Fk
?
` Ai; ?mi ; 0
(C3) (` mi ; mi )?
` 8 (m A ); ?m ; 0 1 1 1 (modal message reception)
1
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 Termination Rules
(T1) ` >; A 1 1 1 (program termination)
(T2) ``?A; A 1 1 1 (suicide)
 Clause Rule
0
(Cl1) `` B;
A; 0 (if there is a clause: A 0B ) 1 1 1 (process unfolding)
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Unix is a registered trademark of AT&T
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 Context Rule
[B ]; 0 ` B
(Co1) `` C
C [A]; 0 (if ` A is derived from the other rules)
C[ ], called a positive context, is de ned as follows:
C [ ] ::= [ ] j C [ ] + F
C[ ] 8 F j F 8 C[ ]

j F + C [ ] j C [ ] & F j F & C[ ] j C[ ]

F

jF

C[ ]

j

where F is any formula of linear logic.
Rules (C1)-(C3) are rules for communication. m + A in rule (C1) represents a sender
process which sends message m. This operation is asynchronous, because ` m; A and `
m + A are logically equivalent in linear logic. 8j (m?
Aj ) in rule (C2) represents a receiver
j
process which waits any one of messages m1 ; : : : ; mk and becomes Ai when receiving mi . This
corresponds to the input guard in CSP [7]. ` mi ; m?i in rule (C2) is an axiom, hence a proof
tree ends at this leaf. Computation, therefore, goes to the direction of up-right. ?m, which
we call a modal message, is a message which can be copied unboundly, hence may be used

several times by several processes.
> in the rule (T1) is a terminator which terminates a whole program, whereas ? in (T2)
terminates only itself. Context rule (Co1) may be redundant, but is included to exploit intra
process parallelism.
The following proposition states that the above inference rules have a proof power equivalent to the original inference rules in linear sequent calculus for the restricted formula.

Proposition 1 (Equivalence between ACL rules and linear sequent calculus) Let P
be a program and A be a body formula. ` A is provable by the above inference rules if and
only if `?P ? ; A is provable in linear sequent calculus.

The proof of this proposition is given in Appendix.
2
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Model based on Phase Semantics

In this section, we give a model for the body formulas de ned in the previous section by extending the phase semantics[12] of linear logic. The resulting model is compositional because
of the compositionality of the original phase model.

3.1 Preliminary | Phase Semantics by Girard
Before we give our model for ACL, we review the original de nition of phase semantics[12] by
Girard. Phase model P is given as a triple (M; ?; aM ), where M is a commutative monoid,
?, called orthogonal phases, is a subset of M , and aM is an assignment of fact for each
propositional letter (facts are subsets G of M such that G?? = G).
For each formula F , its model F 3 is de ned as follows:
a3 = aM (if a is a propositional letter)
(F ? )3 = (F 3 )? def
= fp 2 M j 8q(q 2 F 3 ! pq 2 ?)g
2

The readers who are interested in more computational aspects of ACL can skip this section.
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(F + G)3 = F 3 + G3 def
= (F 3? 2 G3? )?
3
3
3
(F G) = (F 2 G )??
(F & G)3 = F 3 \ G3
(F 8 G)3 = (F 3 [ G3)??
where F 2 G = fpq j p 2 F ^ q 2 Gg

3.2 Model for ACL
A set of program clauses is written in the form of
< P; Q; R; : : : > 0 F~ (< P; Q; R; : : : >);

where F is a monotonic function on phase space, which is composed of projection, product,
and connectives of linear logic (+; &; 8; ; ?).
Given a phase model (M; >; mM ) where mM is an assignment of facts to message predicates, we assign minimal facts to process predicate so that clauses be valid. To make clauses
be valid in phase semantics, it is necessary and sucient that the following condition holds:
~1 2< P 3; Q3 ; R3 ; : : : > 0 F~ 3 (< P 3 ; Q3 ; R3 ; : : : >)

()< P 3 ; Q3 ; R3 ; : : : > F~ 3 (< P 3 ; Q3 ; R3 ; : : : >)

Therefore, we de ne the model P 3 ; Q3 ; R3 ; : : : of P; Q; R; : : : by the following equation:
(F~ 3)n(0~3 )
< P 3; Q3; R3 ; : : : >=
n2 !

L

We can prove that the ACL inference rules are sound and complete w.r.t. this model.

Proposition 2 (Soundness) The ACL inference rules are sound w.r.t. the extended phase
model in the following sense: Let G be a body formula. If G is provable, then G is valid (i.e.,
1 2 G3 ) in all the extended phase models.

Before we prove this proposition, we introduce some de nitions.

De nition 2 (Substitution) We de ne substitution on formulas,  = [X1 =Y1 ; : : : ; Xn=Yn]

as follows:

1. a = a where a is an atomic predicate.
2. Xi  = Yi
3. (F opG) = F opG where op is +; &; ; 8.
4. F ?  = (F  )?
5. (?F ) =?(F )
6. (!F ) =!(F )
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Proof of Proposition 2 Suppose that G is provable by ACL inference rules. By lemma
1, we have a proof by inference rules in linear sequent calculus and ACL inference rule (Cl1).
Let A1 ; : : : ; An be process predicates, and clauses be
A1 0F1 (A1 ; : : : ; An )

We de ne A(i k) by

:::
An 0Fn (A1 ; : : : ; An )
A(0)
i =0

A(i k+1) = Fi (A(1k) ; : : : ; A(nk) )

Then

3
(1)3
3
A(0)
 A(2)
i  Ai
i  :::

holds, because Fi s are monotonic(w.r.t. set inclusion) functions on the phase space. Therefore, it is sucient to show that
1 2 G[A1 =A(m) ; : : : ; An =A(m) ]3
n

1

for some m.
We prove it by induction on the length of the proof.
1. Length=0
The conclusion G is either > + 0 or A + A?. Then G is valid from the soundness of
linear sequent calculus (See [12]) for any assignment of facts to A1 ; : : : ; An. Therefore,
it holds that
(0) 3
1 2 G[A1 =A(0)
1 ; : : : ; An =An ]

2. Length=k+1 (k  0)
Let G0 be a premise formula of the last inference. By the induction hypothesis,
1 2 G0[A1 =A(m) ; : : : ; An=A(m) ]3
1

n

holds for some m. If the last inference rule is unfolding rule on Ai , G contains a formula

Ai , and it holds that

GfAi =Fi (A1 ; : : : ; An )g = G0

where GfA=B g is the formula whose one occurrence of A is replaced by B. Hence it
holds that
m)
; : : : ; An =A(nm)]3
12 G[A1 =A(1m) ; : : : ; Ai01 =A(i0m1); Ai =A(i m+1) ; A(i+1
2 G[A1 =A(1m+1) ; : : : ; An =A(nm+1) ]3
In the other cases,

2

1 2 G0 ) 1 2 G
holds from the soundness of linear sequent calculus.

Proposition 3 (Completeness) ACL inference rules are complete w.r.t. the extended phase
model in the following sense: Let G be a body formula. If G is valid (i.e., 1 2 G3) in all the

extended phase models, G is provable by ACL inference rules.
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Proof We can assume that G is an atomic formula Ai because otherwise we can add the
following clause to the program clauses:
An+1 0G

where An+1 is a new process predicate. From the de nition,
A3i =
(Ai(k)3 )
k 2!
Suppose that A3i is valid in all the extended phase model. By Lemma 5, it is sucient to
show that Ai is provable by inference rules in linear sequent calculus and ACL clause rules
and context rules.
1 2 Ai(m)3
holds for some m, because
A(0)3  A(1)3  A(2)3  : : :

L

i

i

i

From the completeness of linear sequent calculus[12], A(i m) is provable in linear sequent calculus.
Let  be a substitution: [A1 =F1(A1 ; : : : ; An); : : : ; An =Fn(A1 ; : : : ; An)], and B = Ai  m .
Then
B [A1 =0; : : : ; An =0] = A(i m)
holds. Because there is no inference rule for 0, B is also provable by inference rules in linear
sequent calculus. By applying clause rules and context rules to B several times, we can deduce
Ai from B, hence Ai is provable by inference rules in linear sequent calculus and ACL clause
rules and context rules. 2
The following proposition states that n2! (F~ 3 )n(03 ) is the minimal facts which make
clauses valid.

L

Proposition 4 (Fixpoint)

Ln2! (F~ 3)n(03) is the least

xpoint of F~ 3 .

Proof Suppose that x is a xpoint of F~ 3 . Because 03 is a minimal fact,
x  0~3

then,
(F~ 3 )n(x) = x  (F~ 3 )n (0~3) for all n
(F~ 3 )n(x) = x  n2! (F~ 3 )n (0~3)

L

L

Therefore, it is sucient to show that A! = n2! (F~ 3 )n (0~3) is a xpoint.
F (A! )  A! holds from the monotonicity of F.
Let Am be nm (F~ 3 )n (0~3) = (F~ 3 )m (0~3 ). Then it holds that

L

A0  A1  A2  : : :  A!

hence

F~ 3(A0 )  F~ 3(A1 )  F~ 3(A2 )  : : :  F~ 3 (A! )

holds. Therefore,
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x 2 F~ 3 (A! )
x 2 F~ 3 (Am ) for some m
x 2 (F~ 3)m+1 (0~3 ) for some m
x 2 A!

)
)
)

Then F~ 3 (A! )  A! holds, hence A! is a xpoint of F~ 3 . 2

3.3 Speci c Model

We can choose the following triple (M; ?; mM ) for a speci c model[12]. M is a monoid whose
underlying set is a set of multisets of formulas composed of message predicates, and whose
operation is a concatenation on multisets. ? and mM are given by:

? = f0 j` 0 is provable in linear sequent calculusg  M
mM = f0 j` 0; m is provable in linear sequent calculusg
Then for process predicates Ai s, it holds that
A3 = f0 j` 0; Ai is provable in linear sequent calculus with ACL clause rule (Cl1)g
i

Unfortunately,

A3i = f0 j` 0; Ai is provable by ACL inference rulesg

does not hold, because A3i may contain non-body formula. The following condition, however,
holds:
0 2 A3 and 0 is an ACL body formula ,` 0; Ai is provable by ACL inference rules
i

A3i , therefore, gives a set of testers which succeed when running with Ai in parallel, hence
this speci c model derives an equivalence similar to testing equivalence[22]. From the another
point of view, A3i represents `what interaction Ai performs with its environment', because A3i
contains only message predicates. For example, fm? >g 2 A3i implies that ` Ai ; m? >
is provable, hence Ai creates a message m or is a terminator(>).
4

Extensions of ACL

This section gives rst-order and second-order extensions of ACL. These extensions can enjoy
rich mechanisms for concurrent computation. We also gives another extension where processes
are strati ed so that processes are treated as resources and can be consumed as ordinary
messages. Section 4.4 discusses the use of incomplete models as types of concurrent processes.

4.1 First Order Extension
ACL can be extended to include rst order formulas. Existential quanti cation and universal
quanti cation provide mechanisms for value passing and identi er creations, respectively.
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4.1.1 First-Order Existential Quanti cation for Value Passing
We introduce rst-order existential quanti cation to the receiver part of a message. Then,
communication rules (C2)-(C3) are modi ed as follows:
?
` Ai(a); 0
(C20 ) (` mi (a); mi (a)? )
` 8j 9X (mj (X ) Aj (X )); mi(a); 0

?
` Ai (a); ?mi(a); 0
(C30 ) (` mi (a); mi (a) ) ?
` 8j 9X (mj (X ) Aj (X )); ?mi(a); 0

The rule (C2) corresponds to the following inference in linear sequent calculus:
(` mi (a); mi (a)?)
` Ai(a); 0
?
` mi (a) Ai(a); mi(a); 0
9
` 9X (mi(X )? Ai(X )); mi (a); 0 8
` 8j 9X (mj (X )? Aj (X )); mi(a); 0
The formula 9X (m(X )? P (X )) represents a process which waits for the values of X
via m, and becomes P (a) after receiving message m(a). This extension allows processes to
send values in messages.
Arithmetic operations (for example) can be included in ACL by providing rewriting systems on rst order terms. We consider convergent term rewriting system[9] R, and add the
following inference rule:

 Rewriting Rule
(R1) `` pp((st));; 00 if s ! t 2 R where `a' in Rule (C20 ) is restricted to the normal form in
R.

Generally, R can be any programming language, including functional languages and imperative languages, whose output is uniquely determined. Then ACL with a rewriting system R
can be considered as an extension of R to a concurrent language with asynchronous communication facilities.

4.1.2 First-Order Universal Quanti cation for Identi er Creation
First-order universal quanti cation works as a mechanism for identi er creation. Identi er
creation is often very important in concurrent computing[2][20][25][26]. Identi ers work as
pointers to access resources including processes such that resources can be accessed only by
acquaintances, i.e., processes which know their pointers. By passing identi ers in messages,
acquaintances can be dynamically changed. In the actor model[2], an identi er is used as a
mail address which is unique to each actor.
Let us look at 8-rule in linear sequent calculus:

` A(X ); 0 X not free in 0
` 8X:A(X ); 0

We modify this rule as

 Identi er Rule
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(ID1)

` A(id); 0
` 8X:A(X ); 0

where id is a unique identi er which does not appear in A(X ) and 0.
It is trivial that the modi ed rule is equivalent to the original rule. This rule corresponds
exactly to an identi er creation.

4.1.3 Model for First-Order Extension
We brie y overview the model for the rst order extension in the analogy of Herbrand model
in logic programming[15]. Herbrand model is given as a mapping from Herbrand base (a set
of ground atomic formulas) to the truth values ftrue; falseg. In ACL model, each ground
atomic formula is mapped to a fact in phase model, instead of ftrue; falseg. Then, the
xpoint construction given in section 3 corresponds to the construction of the least Herbrand
model in logic programming.

4.2 Second-Order Universal Quanti cation as Hiding Operator
In the ACL de ned section 2, all messages are visible to all processes. To organize a large
program, we need some form of encapsulation mechanism. In this section, we introduce
second-order universal quanti cation for message formulas. It works as a hiding operator as
in CCS. To see how it works, let us look at 8-rule in linear sequent calculus:

V

` A; 0 X not free in 0
^
` X:A; 0

We use the symbol , instead of 8 to distinguish from the rst-order universal quanti cation. Notice the side condition. Quanti ed variable cannot be free outside the scope of .
It is, therefore, invisible from outside. We introduce the following ACL rules instead of the
above original rules in linear sequent calculus.

V

 Hiding Rules
^
` ^ m:(A; n); 0
(H1)
where n contains neither m nor process predicates.
` m:(A); n; 0
^
` ^ m:(A); n; 0
(H2)
` m:(A; n); 0
(H3) ^` 0
` m:(); 0
C [ ] in context rules are also extended to include the form

V m:(C [ ]). Then, again this

extension can be proven to be equivalent to linear sequent calculus. This equivalence is due
to the lack of the rule for second-order existential quanti cation. If we introduce the secondorder existential quanti cation, they are not equivalent any more. We, therefore, must use the
original rules. The introduction of second-order existential quanti cation allows us to pass
names of messages, hence may lead to the asynchronous version of Milner's -calculus[20][21],
though we do not investigate it here.
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4.3 Strati ed Process | Processes as Resources
Up to now, we distinguished messages and processes completely and forbidden from receiving
processes (process predicates were not allowed to appear in the guard part). In this subsection,
we stratify processes so that processes can consume processes in the lower classes as if they
were ordinary messages. For example, P ? Q represents a process which consumes a process
P , and becomes a new process Q. Then, messages are nothing but processes in the lowest
class.
We modify the ACL program syntax as follows:
Clausei ::= Headi 0 Bodyi
Headi ::= APi
Guardi ::= A?Pj j Guardi A?P j (j < i)
Statementi ::= AP k j > j ? j Bodyi + Bodyi
j Bodyi & Bodyi j ?AP j (j < i; k  i)
Intuitively, a process in AP i can produce and consume processes in AP 0 (= Am ); : : : ; AP i01.
By using this mechanism, we can change the structure of concurrent processes dynamically,
which would be e ective for processes to adapt to dynamical changes of environments such
as the number of processors, and communication networks.
Extension to strati ed processes provides the same e ect as allowing multiple atoms[4][5]
in a head to some extent. In fact,
A 0B? C
is logically equivalent to

A + B 0C:

4.4 Incomplete Models as Types
The speci c phase model given in section 3.3 is complete w.r.t. linear sequent calculus. We
can also consider incomplete phase models. Then its extensions give non-standard semantics,
a kind of types of concurrent processes.
For example, let us consider an abstract predicate m0 for each message predicate m, whose
argument is a name of type such as INT and REAL. Then we assign a fact to each message
predicate as follows:
p(x)3 = f0 j` 0; p0 (t) is provable, type of x is t and 0 is composed of abstract predicatesg
In this model, p(x) and p(y ) are identi ed as far as types of x and y are the same.
Then, if a process A is de ned as
A 09X (p(X )? q(X + 1))
the model of A is given as follows:
A3 = fp0 (INT ) + q0 (INT )?

>; : : :g

This model means that a process A accepts an integer via p, then returns an integer via q.
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5

Translations of Actors, CCS and

-calculus

In this section, we show that the actor model[3] and asynchronous CCS[18] can be directly
translated into the ACL framework.

5.1 Actor
In the actor model[3], computation is performed by concurrent agents, called actors, communicating each other by message passing. Upon receiving a message, an actor can send new
messages to other actors, create new actors, and become itself a new behavior. An actor can
be represented in ACL as follows:
Actor(id) 0

Li(mi(id)?

(mi1 + : : : + mij
+8id1 : : : 8idk (Newactor1 (id1 ) + : : : + Newactork (idk )
+Newbehabivor(id))))

The above description means that upon receiving message mi , Actor with its mail address id sends new messages mi1 ; : : : ; mij , creates new actors Newactor1 ; : : : ; Newactork and
becomes a new behavior with the same id. 8 is used to create new identi ers as mail addresses of created actors. Therefore, actor model can be directly translated into the rst
order extension of ACL.

5.2 CCS
An asynchronous version of CCS is translated into ACL in the following way:
T r(A)
= A ( if A is a constant)
T r(P + Q) = T r(P ) 8 T r(Q)
T r(a:P ) = a? T r(P )
T r(a:P ) = a + T r(P )
T r(P j Q) = T r (P ) + T r (Q)
T r(P nl) = l:T r(P )
T r(A def
= P ) = A 0Tr(P )
where T r is the translation function.

V

The asynchronous CCS, therefore, corresponds to the basic fragment of ACL + second order
universal quanti ers.

5.3  -calculus

0 CCS  2nd Order Existential Quanti er?

An asynchronous version of Milner's  -calculus[20][21] can be encoded in ACL by using second
order quanti cations.
We encode a sender process yx:P and a receiver process y (x):P of  -calculus as follows:

W
W
where is the second order existential quanti er and a and b are special predicates

T r(yx:P ) = ((y + a) (x + b)) + T r(P )
T r(y (x):P ) = x(((y + a) (x + b))? T r(P ))

such that a 6= b.
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Communication rules are:

` (y + a) (x + b); P; 0

` ((y + a) (x + b)) + P; 0
` (y + a)

` P fx=zg; 0
_
(x + b); z (((y + a)

(z + b))?

P ); 0

where P fx=z g is the substitution of z for all free occurrences of x in P. Note that the
restriction (x)P is translated into x:T r(P ).
Recall that in the previous subsection asynchronous CCS was encoded by using only
second order universal quanti er. Our translations into ACL, therefore, indicate that the use
of second order existential quanti er distinguishes  -calculus from CCS.

V

6

ACL as a Concurrent Programming Paradigm

ACL provides attractive features as a concurrent programming paradigm. In this section, we
summarize such characteristics of ACL.

6.1 Waiting Multiple Messages
A process which waits multiple messages m1 ; : : : ; mn and becomes P is represented as:
m? : : : m ? P
n

1

It can receive messages m1 ; : : : ; mn in arbitrary order, because is associative and commutative, hence the following logical equivalence holds:
? m? : : : m?
?
?
m?
: : : m?
1
n P = mi
1
i01 mi+1 : : : mn P
This mechanism is useful for synchronization between multiple processes and for splitting
large data into multiple messages. It is provided in concurrent logic programming[24] by a
head uni cation mechanism, whereas it is not provided in the actor model[2], CCS[19] and
CSP[7].

Example 1. A process sync(i)? sync(j )? (go(i) + go(j )), which receives messages
sync(i) and sync(j ) and send messages go(i) and go(j ), works as a synchronizer between two
processes. Suppose that P (i) and P (j ) want to synchronize each other. P (i) (resp. P (j ))
only has to send a message sync(i) (resp. sync(j )) and wait a message go.
Example 2. Let Sum(i; j; radr ) be a process that computes the summation of integers
from i to j and replies the answer to radr . Sum can be de ned as follows:
Sum(i; j; radr) 0 if i = j
then ans(radr; i)
else 8adr18adr2(Sum(i; b(i + j )=2c; adr1) + Sum(b(i + j )=2c + 1; j; adr2)
+9x9y ans(adr1; x)? ans(adr2; y )? ans(radr; x + y ))
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if X then Y else Z is an abbreviated form of (ifT rue(X ) Y ) 8 (ifF alse(X ) Z ), where
ifT rue(resp. ifF alse) is a special predicate that maps truth values true to 1(resp. 0) and
false to 0(resp. 1).
Sum in the above de nition creates two child processes and makes them compute the
halves of the sum, then gather the results and add them. Ans(adr1; x) and ans(adr 2; y ), the
results of child processes, can be received in any order.

6.2 Partial Reception of a Message
The ACL context rule allows a receiver of a message to start computation immediately after
receiving a part of a message. This mechanism enables us to exploit full parallelism between
senders and receivers and makes turn-around time (the time from starting to send a message
until receiving the reply) to be minimal, which would be e ective when large data need to
be sent.

Example. Let P be a process: 9X 19Y 1 : : : 9Xn9Y n x(1; X 1)? y (1; Y 1)? : : : x(n; Xn)?
ans(X 1 3 Y 1+ : : : + Xn 3 Y n). P receives two vectors ~x = (X 1; : : : ; Xn) and ~y = (Y 1; : : : ; Y n),
and computes the inner product of them. The context rule and rewriting rule allows P to
start computation before having received the whole data of ~x and ~y. Note that the calculation
of X 1 3 Y 1 + : : : + Xn 3 Y n can be started from anywhere owing to the rewriting rule (R1)
in section 4.1.1.

6.3 Message destination address is not necessarily needed
Message passing in ACL is based on pattern matching. Messages, therefore, do not necessarily
have their destination addresses. The lack of destination address may make the communication slow compared with object-oriented concurrent languages such as ABCL[25], where
messages always have their destination addresses. The advantage is its exibility. The sender
of a message need not know exactly who is the receiver. This is e ective, for instance, in the
client-server models where the server is a pool of multiple processes. A client only throws a
request into the pool of server processes, instead of specifying a speci c server. Then one of
idle servers picks up the request and replies to the client.
This feature di erentiates messages in ACL from those in object-oriented concurrent
languages such as ABCL. Intuitively, `to send messages' in ACL is `to throw messages into
the sea of processes' rather than `to send messages to speci c processes.'

6.3.1 Should process have its unique identi er?
In the actor model[2], each actor has its unique identi er and it works as the mail address of
an actor. Should processes always have their unique identi ers and should messages contain
identi ers of receivers as in actor? It sometimes makes dicult to change structures of
processes. For example, if we decompose a process P into two processes P1 and P2 , processes
that send messages to this process P also must be changed accordingly, because the messages
need to be received by P1 or P2 instead of P . In ACL, the sender part need not be changed,
because a message need not to have the identi er of receiver process. In general, ACL allows
multiple views of processes. If several processes have the same mail address, these processes
can be viewed as if they were one process from outside. As is described in the following
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subsection, this mechanism with the hiding operator provides hierarchical construction of
processes, where each process is composed of multiple subprocesses.

6.4 Hierarchical construction of processes | Encapsulation by hiding operator
Encapsulation is an important mechanism for programming languages to reduce bugs of programs by forbidding invalid access to resources, and to increase the readability of programs.
The hiding operator explained in section 4.2 provides a kind of encapsulation mechanism
by making some messages invisible from outside. A group of processes encapsulated by the
hiding operator is viewed as one large process because the internal computation is invisible.
By using the hiding operator hierarchically, processes can be constructed hierarchically, i.e.,
a large process is composed of several subprocesses, and such a subprocess is again composed
of its smaller subprocesses.

6.5

Modal messages for sharing information

The property that contraction and weakening are not allowed in linear logic assures that
every normal message is consumed by exactly one process. Modal message ?m , however,
can be consumed by several processes and several times because weakening and contraction
are allowed for them. They can be used to broadcast and share information among multiple
processes.
Modal messages are useful for DP(Dynamic Programming). Andreoli and Pareschi[5]
have pointed out that forum-based communication, the communication mechanism similar to
our modal message, was useful for DP.

Example : Fibonacci Let us de ne a clause:
F (n) 09X 9Y (fib(n; X )?

fib(n + 1; Y )?

(?fib(n + 2; X + Y ) + F (n + 1))

fib(n; m) means that the nth element of the bonacci sequence is m. Process F (n) reads
the nth and (n + 1)th elements (they are not deleted after read operations because they are
modal messages) and creates the (n + 2)th element. If we execute the following goal:

` F (1); ?fib(1; 1); ?fib(2; 1)
then ?fib(3; 2); ?fib(4; 3); : : : are generated.

6.6 Inheritance
The extended ACL where processes are strati ed can provide a kind of inheritance mechanism
in the same sense as in LO[4]. Let A be a process which is already de ned. If we want to
de ne a new process by adding a new functionality to A, all we have to do is to de ne the
following clause:
B 0A? (: : :)
( which is equivalent to: A + B 0 : : :)
where B is the part of a new process di erentiating itself from A.
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Example. Let us de ne a counter process by
Counter (n) 09radr(inc(radr )? (ack (radr) + Counter(n + 1)))
89radr(read(radr)? (reply(n; radr) + Counter(n)))
Counter process has two methods inc and read. Then we can de ne a new process which
has another method reset by
Counter 2 09radr9n(reset(radr)?

Counter (n)?

(ack (radr) + Counter(0) + Counter 2))

Process Counter2 + Counter (n) now has three methods inc, read, and reset.

6.7 Dynamic Restructuring of Processes
Computing environments such as a group of available computational resources may change
while programs are running. Concurrent processes should dynamically adjust themselves to
such change of their environment, because an optimal con gurations of processes in a certain
environment may not be optimal in another environment. We can de ne a process that
dynamically composes or decomposes other processes by using multiple atoms in a head. By
using this mechanism, processes can be dynamically restructured and their granularity can
be adjusted.
For example, let A, B , C be processes and A + B do the same task as C . If we de ne the
following clauses:
C + D 0decompose? (A + B + D )
A + B + D 0compose? (C + D )
then, D is a process that decomposes C into A and B when receiving message `decompose',
and composes A and B into C when receiving message `compose.'

Example 1 Let Sum be a process de ned in section 6.1. Let us de ne process Seqsum(i; j; sum; radr),
which computes the summation of integers from i to j sequentially, as follows:
Seqsum(i; j; sum; radr )0 if i = j then ans(radr; sum+i) else Seqsum(i+1; j; sum+i; radr ):

We can de ne processes which exchange Seqsum and Sum dynamically as follows:
Seq to par 09i9j 9sum9radr (Seqsum(i; j; sum; radr)?
8adr(Sum(i; j; adr) + 9x(ans(adr; x)? ans(radr; x + sum))))
P ar to seq 09i9j 9radr(Sum(i; j; radr )? Seqsum(i; j; 0; radr))
Seq to par changes Seqsum (a process which computes the sum sequentially) to Sum (a
process which computes in parallel). P ar to seq is converse.

Example 2 Let F ilter (from; to; n) be a ltering process which receives message m(from; i)
and sends message m(to; i) only if i is a multiple of n. This is de ned as follows:
F ilter (from; to; n) 09i(m(from; i)?

( if (i mod n) = 0
then m(to; i) + F ilter(from; to; n)
else F ilter (from; to; n)))

We can compose F ilter(from; x; k ) and F ilter(x; to; l) into F ilter(from; to; lcm(k; l)).
A process which does this dynamically can be de ned as follows:
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Composer 09from9x9to9k9l(F ilter (from; x; k)?

F ilter (x; to; l)?

(F ilter(from; to; lcm(k; l))))

where lcm(m; n) is a function to compute a least common multiple of m and n.
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Related Work

Girard's linear logic[12] has been drawing great attentions in recent years. There are two major approaches to modelling concurrent computation by using linear logic. One is the approach
from functional programming[1][14] which is based on `Formulae as Types' notion of CurryHoward Isomorphism[13] where computation is described in terms of proof normalization.
The other is `Formulae as States, Proofs as Computations' approach[16]. In this approach,
connections between Petri Nets and linear logic have been investigated[16][11][10][6]. They
relate Petri Nets to theories in linear logic using only . Later, [6] extended this approach to
the implication(0). The latter approach, `Proofs as Computations', is also investigated in a
rather di erent way, in the context of logic programming[4][5][17] and concurrent constraint
programming[8]. Andreoli and Pareschi[4][5] pointed out that `Proof search as computation'
analogy for linear logic corresponds to a reactive paradigm. Our ACL follows this line and
gives a connection between concurrent computation based on asynchronous communication
and a large set of linear logic including connectives ( ; +; 8; &; 0; ( )? ; ?; 8; 9).
Communication in the language LO, proposed in [5], is based on a kind of broadcast
mechanism, called forum-based communication. It is very powerful and shown to be e ective
in applications such as dynamic programming. Unfortunately, the model-theoretic semantics
for ACL cannot be applied to LO , because LO is based on an extra-logical operator, called
tell marker. The communication mechanism in our ACL is based on pure logical operators
and is yet powerful. Modal messages in ACL can provide the similar e ect as forum-based
communication in LO as discussed in section 6.5. The advantage of our pure logical approach
is that the properties of processes are treated uniformly by the logical semantics.
Miller[17] describes the connection between -calculus and linear logic. The translation in
[17] uses non-logical constants for synchronous communication. He also introduced co-agent
and showed that they can specify some testing equivalences for a subset of CCS. The speci c
model in our ACL (in section 3.3) provides a similar model to co-agent in the more general
setting of computational framework, including value passing, hiding, and identi er creation.
The concurrent de nitional constraint programming(DCP) proposed in [8] is formulated
in the style of concurrent constraint programming[23], and the logical semantics is given
by linear logic. Our model theoretic semantics would also be applied to concurrent DCP,
although in DCP A transits to B if A entails B while in ACL A transits to B if A is entailed
by B .
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Conclusion

We have proposed a logical framework ACL for concurrent programming languages based on
linear logic. We gave an operational semantics of ACL by restricting inference rules in linear
sequent calculus, and also gave a model theoretic semantics by extending phase semantics.
A speci c instance of our model derives a testing equivalence. In ACL, message passing style
communication, identi er creation, and hiding operator are formulated pure logically, hence
these mechanisms are uniformly treated by the logical semantics. ACL also o ers a novel
17

concurrent programming paradigm, providing mechanisms for modal messages, compositional
processes, dynamic restructuring of processes, etc. Our future work includes the application
of techniques for traditional logic programming to transformation, reasoning and veri cation
of concurrent programs written in ACL.
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Appendix A

Inference Rules in Linear Sequent Calculus

We review inference rules in linear sequent calculus[12].

 Logical axioms
 Cut rule

` A; A?
` A; 0

` A? ; 1

` 0; 1
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 Exchange rule

`0
`1

where 0 is a permutation of 1.

 Additive rules

` >; A
` A; 0
` B; 0
` A & B; 0
` A; 0
` B; 0
` A 8 B; 0
` A 8 B; 0

 Multiplicative rules

 Exponential rules

 Quanti er rules

Appendix B

` A; 0
`A

`1
` B; 1

`A
` ?; A

B; 0; 1

` A; B; 0
` A + B; 0

` A; 0 dereliction
`?A; 0
` 0 weakening
`?A; 0

`?A; ?A; 0 contraction
`?A; 0
` A; ?0
`!A; ?0
` A; 0 x not free in 0
` 8x:A; 0
` A[t=x]; 0
` 9x:A; 0
Proof of Proposition 1

` A is provable in ACL inference rules if
and only if ` A is provable by using inference rules in linear sequent calculus and clause rule
for ACL.

Lemma 5 Let P be a program and A be a body.
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Proof of Lemma 5 (!) trivial.
( )
We show that every proof in linear sequent calculus can be translated to a ACL
proof. We can assume that a proof in linear sequent calculus is cut-free by cutelimination theorem.
Exchange rule, >-rule, ?-rule, and &-rule are unchanged, because they exist also
in ACL inference rules.
1-rule and !-rule cannot appear, because 1 and ! never appears in ACL syntax.
Rests are axiom(` A; A?), 8-rule, -rule, and ?-rule(dereliction, weakening, contraction). In the following we show that these rules can be eliminated.

 ` A; A?

From the syntax of ACL, A? must come from guard. Then, the proof must
be the following structure:
` A; A?

1 1 1?1 11
` A ;0
` A?

We can translate this proof into

` A; A?
` A?
` A?
 8-rule

111

` B; 1

B; 0; 1

111

111

` B; 1 ACL ACL Rule (C2)

B; A; 1

111

B; 0; 1

111

We translate 8-rule by the case analysis of rule before 8-rule. If the proof is
the following form:
` A; 00
` A; 0
` A 8 B; 0
we can convert it to:
` A; 00
` A 8 B; 00
` A 8 B; 0
From the syntax of ACL, A must be of the form m?1 : : : m?n A0. If 8-rule
follows &-rule:
` A; C; 00
` A; D; 00
` A; C & D; 00
` A 8 B; C & D; 00
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we can convert it to:

` A; D; 00
` A; C; 00
` A 8 B; C; 0
` A 8 B; D; 00
` A 8 B; C & D; 00

If 8-rule follows >-rule:

` A; >; 00
` A 8 B; >; 00

we can convert it to:
If 8-rule follows from 8-rule:

we can convert it to:

` A 8 B; >; 00
` A; 0
` A 8 B; 0
` A 8 B 8 C; 0
` A; 0
` A 8 B 8 C; 0

The rest is -rule ( isfromA):
` m?1 : : : m?i ; 0 ` m?i+1 : : : m?n A0 ; 1
` m?1 : : : m?n A0 ; 0; 1
` (m? : : : m? A0 ) 8 B; 0; 1
n

1

If i > 1, we can assume that the inference rule above the left leaf is again
-rule:
` m?1 : : : m?j ; 01
` m?j+1 : : : m?i ; 02
` m? : : : m? ; 0(= 01 ; 02)
i

1

because we can move the other rules below 8-rule. Then, we can convert it
to:
` m?j+1 : : : m?i ; 02 ` m?i+1 : : : m?n A0 ; 1
` m?1 : : : m?j ; 01
` m?j+1 : : : m?n A0 ; 02 ; 1
` m?1 : : : m?n A0 ; 01 ; 02 ; 1
` (m? : : : m? A0 ) 8 B; 01 ; 02; 1
n

1

Therefore, we can assume i = 1:
` m?1 ; 0
` m?2 : : : m?n A0 ; 1
` m?1 : : : m?n A0 ; 0; 1
` (m? : : : m? A0 ) 8 B; 0; 1
n

1

and we can also assume that 0 is m1. Then we can convert it to:
` m1; m?1
` m?2 : : : m?n A0; 1 rule (C2)
` (m? : : : m? A0) 8 B; m1 ; 1
1

n
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 -rule


From the syntax of ACL, appears only in the forms of m?1 : : : m?n A.
Then, the same argument holds as in the case of 8-rule.
?-rule(contraction)
By the above translation, the proof contains only ACL inference rules and ?rules. We can assume that a contraction rule follows weakening or dereliction.
because we can move other rules below the contraction rule.
{ Case I: contraction rule follows weakening rule
In this case, the proof is of the following form:

1 1 1 1 11
`?A; 0

`?A; ?A; 0
`?A; 0
We can convert it to :

1 1 1 1 11
`?A; 0

{ Case II: contraction rule follows dereliction rule
The proof is of the form:
`?A; A; 0
`?A; ?A; 0
`?A; 0
we can assume the dereliction rule follows the rule that involves the formula `A', because in other cases we can again move it below the contraction
rule. From the syntax of ACL, A must be an atomic formula m 2 Am .
The proof is, therefore, of the following form:

` m; m?
`?m; A; 00 ACL rule (C2)
`?m; m; (m? A) 8 B; 00
`?m; ?m; (m? A) 8 B; 00
`?m; (m? A) 8 B; 00
Then we can convert it to:
` m; m?
`?m; (m?

 ?-rule(dereliction)

`?m; A; 00 ACL rule (C3)
A) 8 B; 00

We can assume that the dereliction rule follows ACL rule (C2):
` m; m?
` A; 00 ACL rule (C2)
` m; (m? A) 8 B; 00
`?m; (m? A) 8 B; 00

Then we can convert it to:

` A; 00 Weakening
` m; m?
`?m; A; 00
ACL rule (C3)
`?m; (m? A) 8 B; 00
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 ?-rule(weakening) Now the proof contains only ACL rules and weakening rules.
If the weakening rule follows ACL-rule (T1)(>-rule):
` 0; > ACL rule (T1)
`?A; 0; >
we can convert it to:

`?A; 0; > ACL rule (T1)

In other cases, the proof is of the form:

`111
` 00
`0
`?A; 0
Then we convert it to:

2

`?A; 1 1 1
`?A; 00
`?A; 0

Proof Sketch of Proposition 1 From the above lemma, it is enough to show that ` A is
provable by inference rules in linear sequent calculus and ACL clause rule (Cl1) if and only
if `?P ?; A is provable in linear sequent calculus.
! is trivial.
( )
Suppose that we have a proof of `?P ? ; A. We only have to consider the translation
of inferences on the formula ?P ?. Program P is in the form of &i (Headi 0Bodyi ), hence
P ? = 8i (Head?
Bodyi ). By the similar discussion in the proof of the above lemma, we
i
can assume that the inference goes on as follows:

` Head?i ; Headi
`?P ? ; Bodyi ; 0
`?P ? ; Head?i Bodyi; Headi; 0
?
`?P ; P ?(= 8j (Head?j Bodyj )); Headi ; 0
`?P ? ; ?P ?; Headi; 0
`?P ? ; Headi ; 0
Then we can convert it to:

2

` Bodyi; 0 ACL rule (Cl1)
` Headi; 0
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